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reminds one of Zesen in the previous century,
Klopstock expunged from his poetry the names of the
classic gods and put Germanic deities in their places.
Jupiter is converted into Wodan, Apollo into Braga,
Venus and Ceres become Freya and Hertha. So far,
this is comprehensible; but when Klopstock descends
to minor Scandinavian deities, we are in the absurd
position of having to consult a dictionary of Northern
mythology to discover what they stand for! This
sudden affection for the religion of the North was,
however, little more than a retarding moment in the
restoration of the Greek gods; perhaps, indeed, it
was partly due to a growing discontent with the
schematic formulas into which the old gods had
degenerated in the previous age.
Let us follow the story further. Goethe and
Schiller passed with the maturing years out of their
" Storm and Stress " ; they became classic poets, and
established the third and culminating phase of German
classicism, which developed with such amazing
swiftness out of the void. We see these two poets
wrestling persistently with the classic idea; their
highest energies were, we might say, directed towards
bringing the gods of Greece into honour again; to
creating, on the foundations of Herder's universalism
and humanity, a modern world that would be a fit
home for them.
It must not be forgotten—and our literary historians
are, I think, inclined to dwell overmuch on the turn-
ing-over of a new leaf, when Goethe and Schiller
passed from their " Storm and Stress " to the staider
classicism of Weimar—that this last phase of
eighteenth-century Hellenism was intimately bound
up with the old French culture, the " Storm and
Stress" period itself, and all the turbulent experiences
these poets passed through in their youth. They
did not repudiate their splendid beginnings; they
rather built upon them; endeavoured to reconcile
their new horizons with the old.

